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Abstract— This paper presents a contribution to automatic
model building in quadratic polynomial environments, in the
context of programming by human demonstration. A human
operator moves a demonstration tool equipped with a probe,
in contact with an unknown environment. The motion of the
demonstration tool is sensed with a 3D camera, and the interaction with the environment is sensed with a force/torque
sensor. Both measurements are uncertain, and do not give
direct information about the different objects in the environment
(such as cylinders, spheres, planes, . . . ) and their geometric
parameters. This paper uses a Bayesian Sequential Monte Carlo
method or particle filter, to recognize the different discrete objects
that form the environment, and simultaneously estimate the
continuous geometric parameters of these different quadratic
polynomial objects. The result is a complete geometric model
of an environment, with different quadratic polynomial objects
at its building blocks. The approach has been verified using real
world experimental data, in which it is able to recognize three
different unknown quadratic polynomial objects, and estimate
their geometric parameters.
Index Terms— model building, compliant motion, Bayesian estimation, particle filter, human demonstration, task segmentation,
polynomial surfaces

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compliant motion refers to robot tasks where an object is
manipulated in contact with its environment, such as for example an assembly task [1]. One of the challenges in compliant
motion is the robust specification of a task, because compliant
motion tasks often include many simultaneous contacts and
many contact transitions [2]–[4]. Therefore, many task specification methods in compliant motion require a geometric model
of the environment where the task will be executed [5]. This
paper presents a method to automatically build a geometric
model of an environment. While previous work was limited
to polyhedral environments in terms of vertices, edges and
faces [6], this paper extends the possible building blocks of the
environment to quadratic polynomial objects such as spheres,
cylinders, ellipsoids, . . . . While this previous approach was
based on multiple Kalman filters (one filter for each possible
contact formation), this papers uses a single particle filter.
A particle filter can deal with a hybrid (partly discrete and
partly continuous) state, and therefore is able to simultaneously
distinguish between different discrete quadratic polynomial
objects, and estimate the continuous geometric parameters of
these polynomials, using only a single filter.
The paper is organized as follows. First Section II presents
the definitions of the reference frames together with the

Fig. 1. Using a demonstration tool equipped with pose and force/torque
measurements, a probe makes contact with different quadratic polynomial
objects in the environment.

demonstration tool which is used to collect sensor data during human demonstration in compliant motion. Section III
describes the concept of contact formations with polyhedral
objects and the extension to contact formations of a probe
with quadratic polynomial objects. The Bayesian interpretation
of the sensor data obtained from the demonstration tool is
covered in Section IV, where the different environmental
objects identified and estimated. Section V describes the
real world experiment that validates the presented approach.
Finally, Section VI contains conclusions and future work.
II. D EFINITIONS
In programming by human demonstration for compliant motion tasks, a human uses a demonstration tool to demonstrate a
task in which an object moves in contact with its environment.
This demonstration phase however, often requires a geometric
environmental model. This paper presents an approach to use
the demonstration tool to build a geometric environmental
model prior to the task specification phase, based on the sensor
measurements of the demonstration tool. These sensor measurements are defined with respect to specific reference frames
as discussed in Subsection II-A. Subsection II-B describes
the data collection of the wrench and pose sensors mounted
on the demonstration tool, and Subsection II-C discusses the
unknown geometric parameters and the parameters describing
the different discrete objects that can be distinguished in the
environment.
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A. Frames
The following reference frames (see Figure 2) are considered: {w} attached to the world, {t} attached to the demonstration tool, {c} attached to the contact point and {e} attached
to the environment object. The position and orientation of a

optical system (see Figure 2). The K600 system measures the
spatial positions of LEDs attached to the demonstration tool at
100 [Hz], with a volumetric accuracy of 90 [µm]. Rutgeerts
e.a. [7] combined the knowledge of the positions of the visible
LED markers, to calculate the pose of the demonstration tool,
by solving an over-constraint linear system using a least square
technique.
C. Unknown geometric parameters

{w}

{t}

{c}
{e}
Fig. 2. The reference frame on the camera system {w}, demonstration tool
{t}, contact point {c} and the environmental object {e}.

reference frame, relative to another reference frame, is called
a pose. In this paper a pose is described by a homogeneous
transformation matrix (Tab ), which represents the position and
orientation of a reverence frame a relative to a reference frame
b:

 b
Ra pba
b
,
(1)
Pa =
0
1
where pba represents the position vector from a to b, and Rba
represents the orientation matrix between a and b.
B. Demonstration Tool
Figure 1 shows the demonstration tool during the real
world experiment. A handle on top of the demonstration
tool provides an easy grasp for the human demonstrator to
manipulate the demonstration tool and the object attached to it.
The demonstration is a hollow cylinder-like shape, consisting
of nine faces in 40 [degrees] increments. On each of the
faces, up to four LED markers can be mounted. Inside the
demonstration tool, a JR3 wrench sensor is mounted between
the demonstration tool and the manipulated object, in order to
measure the wrench w m applied by the human demonstrator
to the manipulated object. The wrench measurements are
expressed with respect to the {t} frame:
T

.
(2)
wm = Fx Fy Fz τx τy τz
where F denotes a linear force, and τ is a moment.
The pose (P m ) of the demonstration tool, expressing the
position and orientation of the {t} frame with respect to the
{w} frame, is measured indirectly by the Krypton K600 6D

Three types of uncertain geometric parameters are considered in this paper:
e
• the geometric parameters describing the pose P w of the
reference frame {e} with respect to the reference frame
{w}
• the geometric parameters describing the polynomial geometry Gep of the environmental object with respect to
the reference frame {e}, and
• the geometric parameters describing the position Gc of
the contact point.
All these time-invariant parameters are called geometric parameters, denoted by Θ:

T
Θ = (P ew )T (Gep )T (Gc )T
.
(3)
III. M ODELLING P OLYHEDRAL AND Q UADRATIC
P OLYNOMIAL C ONTACT S ITUATIONS
A general contact model, connecting the measurements of
the demonstration tool (P m , wm ) with the unknown geometric
parameters (Θ), consists of two types of equations. The first
equation relates the manipulated measured object pose (P m )
to the geometric parameters (Θ), and is called the Closure
equation:
r t = hd (Θ, P m )
(4)
The second equation, called the consistency based wrench
residue equation, expresses the part of the measured wrench
(wm ) that is not explained by ideal frictionless contact, as a
function of the unknown geometric parameters (Θ) and the
measured object pose (P m ):
T

.
(5)
r6x1 = W (Θ, P m )φ − w m

The residue should vanish when the wrench measurements
and the frictionless contact model are consistent. For a given
P m and discrete object, the first order kinematics are represented by a wrench space W (Θ, P m ). This wrench space
contains all possible wrenches that can be applied between the
contacting object at the current pose, and is spanned by the
column vectors of W . Once a spanning set is selected, every
wrench can be represented by a coordinate vector φ describing
the dependency of the measurement on the spanning set. This
coordinate vector is derived using a weighted least square:
T

.
(6)
φ = (W (Θ, P m ))†K w m
The operator †K represents the Moore Penroose weighted
pseudo-inverse [8] of a matrix using a weighting matrix K,
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A. Polyhedral contact situations
1) Contact description: The notion of principal contacts
(PCs) was introduced in [9] to describe a contact primitive
between two surface elements of two polyhedral objects in
contact, where a surface element can be a face, an edge or a
vertex. Figure 3 shows the six non-degenerate PCs that can be
formed between two polyhedral objects. Each non-degenerate
polyhedral PC is associated with a contact plane, defined by
a contacting face or the two contacting edges at an edgeedge PC. A general contact state between two objects can be

face-face

face-edge
edge-face

face-vertex
vertex-face

edge-edge

Fig. 3. The six possible non-degenerate principal contacts (PCs) between
two polyhedral objects.

characterized topologically by the set of PCs formed, called
a contact formation (CF). A PC can be decomposed into one

all parameters need to be expressed in the same reference
frame. Therefore a transformation between the reference frame
{t} and the reference frame {e} is necessary.
ep

e,c

= Tet (P )t pt,c

This transformed vector (e pe,c ) is used to calculate the signed
distance function between the vertex and the face, defined by:
rt =

(ne )Te pe,c − d
p
nTe ne

2 ECs
line contact

3 ECs
plane contact

Fig. 4. A principal contact (PC) can be decomposed into one or more
elementary contacts (ECs), which are associated with a contact point and a
contact normal. The dotted arrows indicate the edge-edge ECs, and the full
arrows indicate the vertex-face or face-vertex ECs.

or more Elementary Contacts (ECs), providing a lower level
description of the CF, as shown in Figure 4. The three types
of ECs (face-vertex, vertex-face and edge-edge) are shown
in the two examples at the right of Figure 3. The building
blocks for polyhedral ECs are a plane, a vertex and an edge. In
subsection III-B.2 the ECs are extended to a group of quadratic
contacts,leading to additional building blocks: an ellipsoid, a
hyperboloid, a cone and a cylinder.
2) Contact modelling: Polyhedral contact models for the
different ECs (face-vertex, vertex-face, edge-edge) were derived by Lefebvre [10]. Lefebvre describes each EC contact
model by:
• a frame {c} on the contact point,
• a wrench spanning set W expressed in this frame, and
• a signed distance function (r t ) between the two contacting polyhedral primitives.
A closure equation (4) and wrench residue equation (5) can
be derived for every separate polyhedral EC. For example, a
vertex-face contact consists of the parameters of the vertex
(tt,c
p ) expressed in the reference frame {t} and the parameters
of the face (a normal ne and a height d) expressed with respect
to the reference frame {e}. To calculate the residue equation,

(8)

Similar reasoning is applicable to the wrench spanning set,
where a screw transformation [11] is needed to transform W
from the {e} frame to the {t} frame.


ne
W e (Θ) =
.
(9)
03x1
B. Quadratic contact situations
1) Contact description: In previous research the ECs where
described using only three polyhedral building blocks: a vertex, face and an edge. An extension of these building blocks by
second order contact surfaces, allows the description of ECs
between a vertex and a quadratic polynomial surface [12]. The
closed form analytical expression for quadratic polynomial
surfaces expressed in a reference frame {w}, corresponds to
a quadratic polynomial equation in three variables:
f (X) = X T ∆X + 2C T X + a44 = 0

1 EC
point contact

(7)

(10)

where ∆ is a symmetric 3×3 parametric matrix , X represents
the contact point expressed in a {w} reference frame and C
is a vector of parameters.
Equation (10) is reduced to a standard minimal form by
proper choice of a new reference frame {e}. A standard
minimal description leads to an easier classification and parameterization of the different surfaces. The transformation of
the reference frame consist of a translational part (pw
e ) and a
rotational part (Rw
e ). The translation of the {w} frame to the
center of the polynomial results in the disappearance of the
linear term C in equation (10). The rotation of the reference
frame results in diagonal matrix ∆ only if the rotation matrix
(Rw
e ) satisfies following constraint:
w T
w
−1
Λ = (Rw
∆(Rw
e)
e ) = (Re ) ∆(Re ).

(11)

The resulting transformation (P w
e ) reduces the polynomial
equation (10) to a simplified quadratic form:
X′
′

=

f (X ) =

w
e TX
′
T

(12)
′

X ΛX + δ = 0

(13)

with α, β, γ the diagonal elements of Λ. The geometric parameters (Gep ) describing a vertex-polynomial contact are:
w
• six parameters (P e ) representing the transformation of
the reference frame from {w} to {e};
• four parameters ([α β γ δ]) representing the polynomial
object ;
′
• three parameters representing the contact point (X ).
To reduce the complexity of this model some assumptions
where made: (i) only quadratic polynomial having a finite
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center are considered, therefore the elliptic paraboloid and
the hyperbolic paraboloid are omitted; (ii) Only real surfaces
are considered, therefore all imaginary surfaces are omitted.
Taking these assumptions into account equation (12) can be
used to represent the six different quadratic surfaces shown in
Figure 5.
2) Contact modelling: Like polyhedral contacts models ,
quadratic polynomial ECs are described by:
• a reference frame {t} on the demonstration tool,
• a wrench spanning set W expressed in this frame, and
• a signed distance function(rt ) between the contact point
and the environmental object.
The distance from a point p to a quadratic surface defined by
equation (12) is equivalent to the distance from the closest
point pcl on the surface to p, where p − pcl is the normal to
the surface. Since the surface gradient ∇f (pcl ) is also normal
to the surface, a first algebraic condition for the closest point
is
p − pcl
pcl

=
=

λ(∇f (pcl )) = λ(2Λpcl )
(I + 2λΛ)−1 p

(14)
(15)

for some scalar λ and I the identity matrix. A second algebraic
condition states that the closest point pcl needs to be a point
on the quadratic polynomial surfaces. Substitution of X ′ by
pcl (14) in equation (12) leads to a sixth order polynomial
constraint in λ:
fc (λ) = ((I + 2λΛ−1 )p)T Λ(I + 2λΛ)−1 p + d = 0

(16)

The smallest root (λ = λmin ) that complies with this
constraint (16) is computed using the root-finding bisection
algorithm [13]. This algorithm converges only linearly, but
guarantees convergence. Super-linear methods like NewtonRaphson do not guarantee convergence. The algorithm we
apply works by repeatedly dividing an interval in half and
selecting the subinterval in which the root exists. A subinterval
is determined by λ = 0 and an outer limit λout . This outer
limit is determined by approximating fc (λ) around λ = 0 by
its most dominant term:
fc (λ) ≈

(17)

pTdom (1 + 2λΛdom )−1 Λdom (1 + 2λΛdom )−1 pdom + d

with scalar Λdom an element of the diagonal of Λ and scalar
pdom is its corresponding direction coordinate. This second
order equation (17) is bounded by
q
−λ
p2
( domd dom ) − 1
1
and λout2 =
. (18)
λout1 = −
2Λdom
2λdom
The resulting bounding box is [0 λout1 ] when fc (λ = 0) and
λout1 have a different sign, otherwise the bounding box is
[0 λout2 ].
The Euclidean distance from a point to a polynomial is
therefore calculated as follows1 :
rt (p, pcl ) = λmin k ∇f (pcl ) k

(19)

1 When d = 0, λ becomes ∞, substitution into equation (19) and evaluating
this limit results in rv−p (p, pcl ) =k p k

The wrench spanning set for a quadratic polynomial contact
is defined by the direction of the normal in the contact point
(pcl ).


n = ∇f (pcl )
c
(20)
W (Θ) =
03x1
IV. S IMULTANEOUS R ECOGNITION OF D ISCRETE O BJECTS
AND E STIMATION OF C ONTINUOUS G EOMETRIC
PARAMETERS
The identification of the surrounding environment is performed by gathering information (P m ,wm ) of a human exploring the environment using a demonstration tool. This
demonstration can be segmented into a contact sequence with
different objects. At each different contact, the same analytical
contact constraint applies (equation 16), only the values of
the uncertain geometric parameters of the objects involved in
the compliant motion task differ. To include non contacting
discrete situation, the contact model needs to be extended (see
Section IV-A). This results in a parameter space consisting of
a discrete parameter representing the different discrete objects
(O), including the non contacting state, and a continuous
parameter space (Θ) representing the union of subspaces (Ω)
corresponding with the geometry of the discrete objects. The
estimation problem consists of two connected sub-problems:
the recognition of the (discrete) object and the estimation of
(continuous) geometric parameters. This simultaneous recognition is performed using a hybrid Probability Density Function (PDF), shown in Figure 23. In this paper particle filters
[14] are used to implement this hybrid estimation problem due
to there ability to cope with multi-modal PDFs. The particle
filter algorithm (Section IV-B) updates the hybrid PDF, in a
two step procedure. First the system model makes a prediction
of the geometric parameters that are related to the different
objects. In a second step the measurement model corrects this
prediction based on sensor data.
A. Extended Contact Model
The contact model of equations (4) and (5) is extended
to detect loss of contact during a demonstration. In equation
(4) the wrench measurements are represented by a coordinate
vector φ describing the dependency of the measurement on
the spanning set W . If W is orthonormal, then the coordinate
vector φ is proportional to the applied contact force. Therefore
φ indicates when a contact is established:
P (Ok = no contact) = N(φ, R)

(21)

where N (φ, R) represents a normal PDF in φ with mean 0
and where the covariance R corresponds to the noise on the
wrench sensor measurements. The extended contact model
(21) together with the previous contact models (4),(5) define
the ’likelihood’ of a measurement z k , given that the timeinvariant continues geometric parameters θ belong to the
subspace Ωk corresponding with the one-dimensional discrete
object Ok = j at timestep k :
P (z k | θ ∈ Ωj , Ok = j) .

(22)
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ellipsoid: αx2 + βy 2 + γz 2 − 1 = 0

one leaf hyperboloid: αx2 + βy 2 − γz 2 − 1 = 0

real cone: αx2 + βy 2 − γz 2 = 0

two leaf hyperboloid: αx2 + βy 2 − γz 2 + 1 = 0

hyperbolic cylinder: αx2 − βy 2 − 1 = 0

elliptic cylinder: αx2 + βy 2 − 1 = 0

line: αx2 + βy 2 = 0

point: αx2 + βy 2 + γz 2 = 0

plane: γz 2 = 0

Fig. 5. An overview of the Euclidean classification of real quadratic surfaces having a finite center. The parameters α,β,γ are real and positive, δ equals
−1, 0 or 1.

The result of the estimation process is a hybrid PDF expressing
the believe that the demonstrator is in contact with the environment (or not) (O) is quantified together with the estimation
of the geometric parameters (θ).
P (Θ = θ, Ok = j | Z 1...k = z 1...k ) .2
P
P
P
P
P

P

`
`θ, Ok
`θ, Ok
`θ, Ok
`θ, Ok
θ, Ok

=
=
=
=
=

4
3
2
1
0

|
|
|
|
|

(23)

´
z 1...k ´
z 1...k ´
z 1...k ´
z 1...k ´
z 1...k

This prediction step states that if there is consistency between
the measurements (z 1...k−1 ) and the current parameter space
(θ), the hybrid PDF is unchanged (µ = 1). Otherwise the
estimated PDF is reset to its initial distribution (Pinit ). The
consistency indicating parameter is derived by integrating the
likelihood of equation (22) over the parameter space Θ and
the state space Ok .
N Z
X
µ = 1 when
P (z k | θ, Ok = j) dθ > T2
j=1

else

0.5

µ=0

(25)
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0.1
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2
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1
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0

Fig. 6. An example of a probability density function (PDF) of a hybrid
joint density, with a one-dimensional continuous geometric parameter Θ and
a one-dimensional discrete state O.

B. Particle filter
The particle filters estimation process consists of a two step
procedure: a prediction step followed by a correction step.
1) System model –prediction: A prediction step uses a
system model to make a prediction for the hybrid joint density
at time step k, given the hybrid joint density at time step k − 1:
P (θ, Ok = j | z 1...k−1 ) =

µP (θ, Ok−1 = j | z 1...k−1 ) + (1 − µ)Pinit (θ, Ok−1 = j) .
(24)

2 In the rest of the paper, the notation A = a is shortened into a,
wherever the distinction between a stochastic variable and an actual value
is unambiguous.

Where T2 is a threshold dependent on the dimension of the
model equations.
2) Measurement Model – Correction: Every correction step
uses the likelihood model to calculate the hybrid joint posterior
density over the state and parameter vector at time step k,
given the prediction based on the measurements until timestep
k − 1:
P (θ, Ok = j | z 1...k ) =

P (z k | θ, Ok = j) P (z k | z 1...k−1 ) P (θ, Ok = j | z 1...k−1 ) .
(26)

V. E XPERIMENTS
This section reports on the real world experiment to validate
the presented approach. In the experiment, a human demonstrator manipulates a pin through a sequence of contacts in an
environment consisting of different discrete objects: a plane
table, a cylinder and a sphere. Figure 1 shows the experimental
setup and table 8 shows the chosen uniform uncertainty on
the 8-dimensional continuous geometric parameters (Θ) and
the definition of the discrete parameter (O). The Gaussian
PDF on the wrench residue has a sigma boundary of 3.0 [N ]
for the forces and 0.33 [N m] for the torques, while the The
Gaussian PDF on the distance at an EC has a sigma boundary of 0.0025 [m]. The particle filter uses 80.000 particles,
and the joint posterior PDF is dynamically re-sampled using
importance sampling, once the effective number of particles
drops below 40.000.

probability density
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3
2
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1
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Fig. 7. This figure shows the evolution of the estimated probability on each of the four different discrete objects. The shown probabilities are obtained by
integrating over the continuous parameters. The time evolution of the different discrete objects is shown in table 8.

parameter
(px )ew
(py )ew
(pz )ew
(θx )ew
(θy )ew
(θz )ew√
r= d
(pz )c
O

no contact
1

plane
0[mm]
0[mm]
160[mm]
0.2[rad]
0.2[rad]
0[rad]
0[mm]
100[mm]
2

cylinder
200[mm]
0[mm]
200[mm]
0.2[rad]
0[rad]
0.2[rad]
100[mm]
100[mm]
3

sphere
160[mm]
160[mm]
160[mm]
0[rad]
0[rad]
0[rad]
100[mm]
100[mm]
4

Fig. 8. The uniform uncertainty of continuous state parameters are defined
in the first 8 rows. The discrete parameters O is related to four ’contact’
situations: no contact, plane, cylinder, sphere.

A. Sequence of Contact Formations
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the estimated probability on
each of the four different discrete objects (no contact, plane
contact, cylinder contact and sphere contact). Each discrete object is represented by the value of the discrete state as indicated
in table 8, and its probability is obtained by integrating over the
continuous parameter. The demonstrator subsequently makes
contact with a plane, a cylinder, a sphere and then returns
in contact with the initial plane. These contact situations are
interrupted by non contacting situations. During most of the
experiment, the particle filters assign the highest probability
to the discrete object that corresponds to the objects that is
touched with the demonstration tool. At some points during
the experiment, a (false) contact loss is detected because the
contact force became too low.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper present an extension of the polyhedral contact modelling to second order curvatures represented by a
polynomial equation. Because the extended model is nonimplicit and non-linear stochastical linear filtering techniques
like Kalman filters, e.a. are the wrong tools. A particle
filter, which uses a discrete sampled representation of a PDF,
overcomes these problems and further makes it possible to
compare the probability of different discrete objects. Future
work will focus on the extension of the particle to cope
with even larger uncertainties by taking 100 times more
samples at a reasonable timing cost. This acceleration can be

achieved by developing more specific hardware to speed up
mathematical calculation by manually developing a parallel
pipelined hardware implementation on a field-programmable
gate array (FPGA).
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